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Abstract: Piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) is emerging as a novel device which can convert
mechanical energy into electrical energy. It is mainly used to collect ambient vibration energy to power
sensors, chips and some other small applications. This paper first introduces the working principle
of PEH. Then, the paper elaborates the research progress of PEH from three aspects: piezoelectric
materials, piezoelectric modes and energy harvester structures. Piezoelectric material is the core of the
PEH. The piezoelectric and mechanical properties of piezoelectric material determine its application in
energy harvesting. There are three piezoelectric modes, d31, d33 and d15, the choice of which influences
the maximum output voltage and power. Matching the external excitation frequency maximizes
the conversion efficiency of the energy harvester. There are three approaches proposed in this
paper to optimize the PEH’s structure and match the external excitation frequency, i.e., adjusting the
resonant frequency, frequency up-converting and broadening the frequency bandwidth. In addition,
harvesting maximum output power from the PEH requires impedance matching. Finally, this paper
analyzes the above content and predicts PEH’s future development direction.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, wireless sensor network technology has been widely used in environmental
monitoring, health care, urban temperature detection, agricultural production and other fields [1–6].
The main power supply for sensor nodes still relies on chemical battery, which offers limited energy
storage. Further, as the sensor nodes are widely distributed, it would be difficult to replace and
maintain the battery.

Specifically, energy harvesting technology converts other forms of energy into electrical energy,
which is then collected to power the circuit or device [7]. Several forms of energy exist in the
environment, such as mechanical energy, thermal energy, nuclear energy, solar energy, chemical
energy, etc. [8]. Among them, mechanical energy is the most widely distributed.

According to the different principles, mechanical energy harvester can be divided into three
categories, i.e., electromagnetic energy harvester, electrostatic energy harvester and piezoelectric
energy harvester (PEH) [9–13]. Comparing electromagnetic and electrostatic ones, PEH has a higher
energy density and is suitable to harvest vibration energy [14].

Generally, PEH can be classified into three groups: (1) macroscale; (2) MEMS scale; and (3) nanoscale.
The size of a PEH affects a variety of parameters such as its weight, fabrication method, achievable power
output level, and potential application areas. For example, nanoscale PEH can be motivated by rubbing,
pressing or pulling [15–17]. It is suitable to harvest energy from human motion. As to larger scale PEHs,
they are mainly motivated by ambient vibration, especially vibration with fixed frequency.
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At present, there are still problems that limit the application of PEH: (1) the power loss in
rectification circuit caused by the low output voltage [18]; (2) the narrow working frequency bandwidth
of the energy harvester [9,19,20]; and (3) the mismatch of the frequency between the PEH and the
environment [21,22].

This article mainly discusses the MEMS scale PEH. The following section introduces a general
model of energy harvester and describes the research progress of PEHs from three aspects: piezoelectric
materials, piezoelectric modes and energy harvesters’ structure. These contents are analyzed in
Section 3. Section 4 predicts the future development of PEHs.

2. Research Progress of PEH

In 2004, Sodano et al. [23] first developed the model of the PEH, which consists of cantilever beam,
piezoelectric material and electrodes. The piezoelectric material is interfaced to the cantilever beam
near the fixed end, and the electrode is connected to the piezoelectric material to derive the current.
When the external excitation load is applied to the base of the energy harvester, the cantilever beam
moves with it. Thus, the piezoelectric material is subjected to compression deformation and a voltage
difference occurs on the surface of the piezoelectric material. By designing appropriate rectifier circuit
to be connected to the electrodes, the current generated from the PEH is finally exported and stored.

2.1. General Model of Energy Harvester

In 1995, Williams and Yates [24] proposed a model which was based on linear system theory to
simulate the energy harvester. The model consists of a seismic mass, m, a spring, k, and damping,
d. The model can accurately simulate the electromagnetic energy harvester mentioned in their
article, but it is only feasible when the damping and stiffness are linear. For PEHs, the model needs
to be changed because the impact of the electrical system on the mechanical system is not linear.
Even so, important conclusions of the model can be promoted on PEHs. Based on this, Roundy [25]
further decomposed the damping into electrically induced damping and mechanical damping in 2002.
The improved mass–spring–damping system is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of a mass m,
a spring with a stiffness k as well as the electrically induced damping be and the mechanical damping
bm. While applying an external sinusoidal displacement load y(t) = Y0 cos(ωt) with the amplitude Y0

on the model, the relative motion of the mass with respect to the housing would be z(t).
The differential equation of the model can be expressed by Equation (1):

m
..
z + (be + bm)

.
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..
y (1)

The power converted is the product of the force on the mass and its velocity. Thus, it can be
shown as Equation (2):
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z
)
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Combining Equations (1) and (2), the power converted can be expressed as:
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where ζe represents electrical damping ratio; ζT indicates the combined damping ratio (ζT = ζe + ζm);
ω is the input frequency; and ωn suggests the natural frequency (or resonant frequency) of the model.
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When the model’s resonant frequency matches the input frequency, the energy harvester can
obtain the maximum conversion energy, as shown in Equation (4). Furthermore, the equation also
shows that as the input frequency increases, the power converted Pc rises.

Pc =
mζeω3Y2

4ζ2
T

(4)

Figure 1. Schematic of spring–mass–damping system.

2.2. Research Progress of Piezoelectric Materials

Piezoelectric material is a class of solid materials that can accumulate electric charge in response
to applied mechanical stress. In 1880, Pierre and Jacques Curie [26] discovered the piezoelectric effect
of quartz crystals. Since then, more piezoelectric materials have been found. These crystals have the
characteristic of low crystal symmetry. The crystal is also prone to polarization.

Usually at elevated temperatures, polycrystalline ferroelectric materials may be brought into
a polar state by applying a strong electric field [27], as shown in Figure 2. For a single crystal, it does
not contain domains and is said to be in a single-domain or monodomain state.

Figure 2. A polycrystalline ferroelectric is before and after poling. Reprinted by permission from Damjanovic.

The constitutive equations for piezoelectric material, which describe the direct piezoelectric effect,
are shown in Equations (5) and (6):

δ = σ/Y + dE (5)

D = εE + dσ (6)

where δ represents the mechanical strain, σ the mechanical stress, Y the Young’s modulus, D the charge
density, E the electric field, ε the dielectric constant, and d the piezoelectric constant.
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Equations (5) and (6) are coupled together via the piezoelectric coupling term d. They provide
the mechanism for power generation from vibrations. The voltage generated by the piezoelectric
material is proportional to the distance between electrodes L, voltage constant gij and stress σxx as
shown in Equation (7) [28]. The voltage constant gij can be derived from Equation (8), where dij is the
piezoelectric constant, εr is the relative dielectric constant and ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum [29].

Voc = σxxgijL (7)

gij =
dij

εrε0
(8)

From Equations (7) and (8), output power is affected by piezoelectric material parameters,
the voltage constant gij and the piezoelectric constant dij. Therefore, the d-g product is an important
characteristic of piezoelectric materials.

Piezoelectric materials are roughly divided into inorganic and organic matters. At present,
the common inorganic piezoelectric materials are piezoelectric single crystals and piezoelectric ceramics
(polycrystalline). Organic piezoelectric materials generally refer to piezoelectric polymers such as
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [30]. In recent years, some organic nanostructures through special
processing, such as nanotubes [15], nanowires [16], and nanoparticles [17], are also found to have
piezoelectric activity.

Among these materials, nanostructures with high effective piezoelectric constant are used
for energy harvesting in nanoscale PEHs. Recent reports have shown high conversion efficiency
in nanoscale PEHs. Besides, nanostructures are lead-free and environment friendly. For larger
scale PEHs, piezoelectric ceramics is the largest material group for piezoelectric devices, while
piezoelectric polymer demonstrates fastest growth due to its light weight and small size. In addition,
the piezoelectricity and dielectric constant of the piezoelectric single crystal are lower than that of
piezoelectric ceramics. By contrast, although the piezoelectric polymer has low density, low impedance,
the strain constant and the piezoelectric constant is relatively low. At present, some people are trying
to apply piezoelectric polymer to nanoscale PEHs [31,32]. Comparing the above two materials,
piezoelectric ceramics have some advantages: (1) the piezoelectric constant and dielectric constant are
higher; (2) higher plasticity of the shape; and (3) material composition is easy to be controlled, thereby
improving its prospects. However, it should be noted that the stability and energy consumption of the
piezoelectric materials still need to be further studied. Overall, the piezoelectric material has great
potential for development and application.

To protect the environment, piezoelectric ceramics are now developing towards lead-free direction
such as NaNbO3 and K0.5Na0.5TiO3 [33]. The sintering of these kinds of material is a challenge.
In 2005, Guo et al. [34] prepared (Na0.5K0.5)NbO3-LiTaO3 using conventional mixed oxide route
and found it was a good lead-free piezoelectric ceramic. Its piezoelectric constant d33 was up to
200 pC/N, and the plane electromechanical coefficient Kp reached 36%. The doping amount of
LiTaO3 affected the phase of the material. In 2006, Li et al. [35] studied (Na0.5K0.5)NbO3 by using
the spark plasma sintering (SPS) method with advantage of low-temperature sintering. The Curie
temperature was 395 ◦C and the highest dielectric constant εr was 606, but the piezoelectric constant
(148 pC/N) was lower than that in the report of Guo et al. In the same year, Lin et al. [36] studied
the [Bi0.5(Na1−x−yKxLiy)0.5]TiO3. They found that the piezoelectric constant (231 pC/N) and the
maximum dielectric constant (1190) reached the peak when x/y = 0.2/0.1. It should be noted that
doping could increase the Curie temperature or the quality of grain growth, but d33 and Kp would
decrease slightly [37,38]. In 2016, Shi et al. [39] studied the effect of Fe on the piezoelectric properties
and fatigue behavior of (Bi0.5+x/2Na0.5−x/2)0.94-Ba0.06Ti1−xFexO3 (BNBT-xFe). They found that the
induction of Fe in the electric field resulted in the decrease in the ferroelectric-relaxor transition
temperature, but the strain would increase. In addition to doping, optimizing the preparation of
materials could also improve the performance of piezoelectric materials [40].
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Table 1 lists some parameters of the piezoelectric materials. From the table, traditional piezoelectric
ceramics, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), mostly have high piezoelectric constants. The piezoelectric
properties of lead-free piezoelectric materials can be enhanced by doping. There are many reports on
doping showing the importance of doping for piezoelectric materials. The max piezoelectric constant
d33 stood at 295 pC/N. The commonly used preparation method is the solid-state liquid-phase sintering
technique. In addition, the planar Kp and thickness Kt electromechanical coupling coefficients were
between 30% and 50%. However, the maximum dielectric permittivity differed significantly. The reason
for this might because of the difference properties of the piezoelectric ceramic or ratio.

Table 1. Comparison of some parameters of piezoelectric material. The coefficients for piezoelectric
polymers are given by thesis [41].

Materials d31
(pC/N)

d33
(pC/N) Kp (%) εr

TCurie
(◦C) Reference

PZT-2 −60.2 152 47 - 370

PZT-4 −123 289 58 - 328

PZT-5A −171 374 60 - 365

PZT-5H −274 593 65 - 193

PZT-8 −37 225 51 - 300

(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3-LiTaO3 - 200 36 570 - [34]

(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3 - 148 38.9 606 395 [35]

[Bi0.5(Na1−x−yKxLiy)0.5]TiO3 - 231 41.0 1190 - [36]

0.69BiFeO–0.04Bi(ZnTi)O–0.27BaTiO (MoOdoped) - 145 41.0 - 510 [37]

Li0.058(K0.480Na0.535)0.966(Nb0.9Ta0.1)O3(ZnO doped) - 272 44 5081 395 [38]

Bi0.5(Na0.68K0.22Li0.1)0.5TiO3
((Ba0.90Ca0.10)(Ti0.85Zr0.15)O3 doped) - 295 - 2720 - [42]

(Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3(BaTiO3doped) 37 180 - 1557 - [43]

((Na0.535K0.48)NbO3(LiNbO3 doped) 150 50 5500 470 [44]

0.995(K0.5Na0.5)1−xLixNbO3–0.005BiAlO3 182 37.5 5000 450 [45]

PVDF 8~22 −24~−34 - - -

P(VDF-TrFE) 12 −38 - - -

P(VDF-HFP) 30 −24 - - -

P(VDF-CTFE) - −140 - - -

2.3. Research and Improvement of Piezoelectric Modes

The PEHs depend on the direct piezoelectric effect to convert vibration energy to electrical energy.
According to the relationship between the stress and polarization direction of the piezoelectric material,
the piezoelectric modes of the PEHs can be divided into d31, d33 and d15 [46–48]. The piezoelectric
material is exposed to bending stress when the PEH is operated in d31 and d33 mode. By contrast,
the piezoelectric material is exposed to torsion stress when the PEH is operated in d15 mode.

2.3.1. Piezoelectric Energy Harvesters in d31 and d33 Mode

The PEHs possess parallel plate electrodes in d31 mode with the direction of polarization
perpendicular to the direction of applied stress. By contrast, a d33 mode PEH is covered with the
interdigital electrodes. In addition, the polarization direction is parallel to the direction of applied stress.
Furthermore, the device in d33 mode has relatively complex structure compared with d31. The electrode
configurations and poling direction of the d31 devices and the d33 devices are, respectively, shown in
Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the PEHs for: (a) a parallel plate electrode system; and (b) an interdigital
electrode system. Reprinted by permission from Chidambaram et al., IEEE Trans. Ultrason. Eng. 59,
1624 (2012). Copyright 2012 IEEE.

Figure 4. Poling direction of: (a) d31 mode; and (b) d33 mode devices in cross section.

Reports on d31 mode PEHs are relatively more compared to the other two modes PEHs owing to
its simplicity of fabrication. By contrast, d33 is normally twice d31 according to the study of piezoelectric
material listed in Sherman and Butler’s research [49]. Typically, the piezoelectric material in the PEH is
thin, which leads to smaller distance between electrodes of the d31 mode device than that of the d33

mode device. Therefore, the d33 mode PEHs have advantage in generating higher output voltage while
the d31 mode PEHs have potential in generating larger electric current. Since most of the rectifier circuit
designs contain diodes, the generated voltage after flowing through the rectifier circuit will be reduced.
This is also the reason the high output voltage can reduce the power loss in the rectifier circuit.

In 2013, Kim and others [50] studied the performance difference between the d31 mode and the
d33 mode of PEHs. The experiments showed that the maximum output power was 2.15 µW for the
PEH in d31 mode, while it reached 1.71 µW in d33 mode. The reason the d31 mode device has higher
output power than the d33 mode device is that the matching impedance in the d31 mode device is lower
relatively. Besides, there exists a “dead area” under the electrode in the d33 device, which causes it
a lower efficiency [51]. However, the proportion of “dead area” under the electrode can be reduced by
altering the electrode width and spacing. The simulation result showed that, when the interdigital
electrode width of the d33 mode PEH was lower than 2 µm and the interdigital electrode spacing was
8–20 µm, its output power was higher than that of d31 mode. Considering that the output voltage of
the d33 mode device was higher, the generated electricity through the rectifier circuit had less loss.

In 2013, Chidambaram [52] mentioned two models to calculate the relative permittivity (εr)
of the PEH film in d33 mode in his research. One calculated an approximation of the permittivity
(εr,IDE(approx.)) without considering the “dead area” effect. The other calculated a more accurate solution
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(εr,IDE(Gevorgian)) by using conformal mapping method with Schwarz–Christoffel transformation [53].
εr,IDE(Gevorgian) could be derived by multiplying εr,IDE(approx.) and the factor α, which was decided by
the thickness of the piezoelectric material, the finger width and gap of the interdigital electrodes.
As the thickness of the piezoelectric material decreased and the finger gap of the interdigital electrodes
increased, α was close to 1, which indicated that the proportion of the “dead area” in piezoelectric
material reduced. In addition, the finger width had little impact on α. If taking no account of
“dead area” effect, the PEHs in d33 mode could generate 23% more electrical energy, with an order
of magnitude higher voltage. Besides, the d33 mode device had about four orders of magnitude
lower leakage currents compared with the d31 mode device, indicating lower power loss inside the
piezoelectric material for this kind of electrodes.

Aiming at solving the problem that the piezoelectric material of the PEHs in d33 mode is not
completely polarized, Yang et al. [54] proposed a kind of interdigital electrode running through
piezoelectric layer rather than on surface for PEHs in 2015. The output power of the newly-designed
energy harvester and the common d33 mode PEH were calculated under the same conditions. The result
showed that when the electrode spacing was 8–16 µm, the common d33 mode PEHs generated more
power. However, when the electrode spacing exceeded 16 µm, the output power of the newly-designed
energy harvester was ideal.

As the thickness of the piezoelectric material has a great influence on the PEH’s performance
in d33 mode, the technology of fabricating the cantilever beam of the PEH worth exploring. In 2017,
Cho et al. [55] presented a micro-fabricated flexible and curled cantilever. By replacing ceramic
cantilever with thin polyimide film, the energy harvester had a lower resonant frequency. In addition,
the PZT/PbTiO3 thin film was deposited by using sol-gel spin-coating method, which reduced the
thickness of piezoelectric material.

2.3.2. Piezoelectric Energy Harvester in d15 Mode

By comparing the properties of the piezoelectric materials listed in Smith’s thesis [49], materials
have a higher d-g product when PEH is subjected to torsion stress, which means that energy harvesters
in d15 mode have potential in offering higher output power [56]. However, the fabrication of the d15

device is not straightforward as electrodes for poling and charge collection should be different. Thus,
the application of the PEH in d15 mode is restricted.

Further study of d15 device was carried out by Malakooti et al. [57] in 2013. He developed a model
based on the Timoshenko beam theory to estimate the electric power output in a cantilever beam with
a piezoelectric core subjected to the base excitation. The simulation results showed that the output
voltage increased as the load resistance increased in the d15 mode energy harvester model. Besides,
increasing the load resistance shifted the resonant peak from short circuit natural frequency into higher
values of open circuit natural frequencies. Then, in 2015, he investigated the power output of both
d15 and d31 mode energy harvester models [58]. Numerical studies revealed that the d15 mode energy
harvester has an enhanced power harvesting efficiency (~50% higher) compared to the d31 mode
operation of the piezoelectric phase.

A common structure of the d15 energy harvester is to place the proof mass at the tip of the
cantilever beam asymmetrically [59,60]. For this structure, the asymmetry of the proof mass can
influence the harvester’s performance. As the asymmetry increased, the output power increased as
much as 30%. In addition, the configuration of asymmetric proof mass may broaden the range of
excitation frequencies as well.

In 2014, Kulkarni et al. [61] designed a torsion energy harvester to achieve energy harvesting in
d15 mode. The torsion energy harvester consisted of piezoelectric films and a tube. Four piezoelectric
films were attached to the surface of the tube. The simulation results showed that the torsion energy
harvester could generate a maximum output voltage of 71.6 V while the d31 mode cantilever energy
harvester of the equivalent piezoelectric material volume could only generate 6.3 V. In addition,
the cantilever energy harvester produces approximately 70% of the torsion energy harvester’s output
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power. Further study showed that the output voltage lowered down when the piezoelectric material
became farther from the base of the beam due to the variation in bending stresses along the length of
the beam, whereas all elements on the outer surface of the torsion energy harvester experience the
same amount of stress and generate the same output voltage.

2.4. Optimization of Energy Harvesters’ Structure

When the resonant frequency of the PEH matches the external excitation frequency, its
performance of harvesting vibration energy will be highly enhanced. However, when its resonant
frequency deviates from the external excitation frequency, its output power is significantly reduced [62].
Therefore, to improve the conversion efficiency of the PEH, the resonant frequency is a main factor.
In the meantime, the relationship between internal impedance and load resistance, which is relevant to
the output power of the PEH, is another important factor that needs to be considered. This chapter
introduces three ways including adjusting the resonant frequency, frequency up-converting and
broadening the frequency bandwidth to optimize the structure of PEH. In addition, the impedance
matching for the PEH is also discussed.

2.4.1. Adjusting the Resonant Frequency

The frequency of vibration energy available in environment is mostly below 200 Hz. However,
most of the PEHs reported have a higher resonant frequency(above 200 Hz) [63]. To match the resonant
frequency of the energy harvester and the external excitation frequency, an available scheme is to
reduce the resonant frequency of the PEH.

For the traditional cantilever PEH, the resonant frequency can be determined by the following equation:

f =
1

2π

√
k
m

(9)

where k is the effective spring stiffness coefficient (inversely proportional to the effective length of the
cantilever beam) and m represents the effective mass.

According to Equation (9), it is possible to reduce the spring stiffness coefficient or to increase
the mass to reduce the resonant frequency of the PEH and match the external excitation frequency.
However, the length of the cantilever beam is limited in MEMS devices. To solve this problem,
Liu et al. [63] designed the S-shaped cantilever beam PEH in 2012. The structure is shown in Figure 5a.
Figure 5b is a top view of the PEH and gives some dimensions. It can be found that the S-shaped
cantilever beam reduces the spring stiffness factor in this design. A commonly used vibration testing
system for the dynamic characterization of the PEH is shown in Figure 6. The assembled mechanism
is fixed on a shaker. The vibration frequency and amplitude of the shaker are controlled through
an amplifier. Then, the output voltage of the PEH is collected and recorded by the dynamic signal
analyzer. The experimental results showed that the resonant frequency of the PEH was 27.4 Hz and
the maximum output voltage was 42.1 mV for an acceleration of 0.06 g.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic of S-shaped cantilever PEH; (b) The top view of S-shaped cantilever PEH.
Reprinted by permission from Liu et al. Microsyst. Technol. 18, 497 (2012). Copyright 2012
Springer Nature.

Figure 6. Experimental setup for the dynamic characterization. Reprinted by permission from Liu et al.
Microsyst. Technol. 18, 497 (2012). Copyright 2012 Springer Nature.

Similar to Liu’s design, Zhang et al. [64] declined the resonant frequency of the PEH by using
S-shaped cantilever beam as well. A disk proof mass was attached to two or three PZT S-shaped spring
flexures as shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. The resonant frequency of the PEH could be tuned by
adjusting the diameter of the proof mass. The simulation results showed that the resonant frequency
of the PEH is related to the number of S-shaped spring flexures. The two-spring sensors had lower
resonant frequencies than those of the three-spring sensors at the same dimension. However, as the
number of springs increased, Q-factor of the device also increased.

Figure 7. Schematic view of the low-frequency PEH design: (a,b) two- and three-spring sensor
structures, respectively. Reprinted by permission from Zhang et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 87, 085005 (2016).
Copyright 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
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In 2011, Karami and Inman [65] proposed a zigzag-shaped PEH. The structure was modeled as
a collection of straight beams, with rectangular cross-sections, placed next to each other on the main
plane. Each beam was connected to its neighbor beams at its ends by the link portions. The maximum
power increased by adding the number of beams, but only to some extent (roughly by 2.5 times).
The simulation results showed that when the number of beams reached to 9, the power it produced
barely increased since the bending deformation in the structure was limited.

Compared with the conventional straight cantilever, wavy cantilever beam had better bending
stiffness [66]. The simulation showed that the resonant frequency of the harvester was lower than that
of the conventional cantilever energy harvester. In addition, the output voltage of the PEH increased
with the rising number of the corrugations and the ripple height.

2.4.2. Frequency Up-Converting

In some situations, it might be difficult to reduce the resonant frequency of the PEHs. Therefore, in
recent years, people propose a new technology called frequency up-conversion to match the frequency
between the external excitation and the energy harvester. The technology was firstly applied to the
electromagnetic energy harvester designed by Külah in 2008 [67]. The system had two resonating
structures. The top resonator is a plate suspended with a soft spring and has a low resonance frequency
that is adjusted for the target application (1–100 Hz). It supports a magnet for mechanical frequency
up-conversion. The bottom resonator is a cantilever beam which has a higher resonance frequency,
and supports a coil for power generation, and a magnetic tip that could be attracted to the large magnet.
As the large magnet resonates in response to external vibration, it gets closer to the cantilever beam
located beneath. The distance between them is adjusted such that the magnet catches the cantilever at
a certain point of its movement, pulls it up, and releases it at another point. According to Williams and
Yates’s study [24], the generated power produced by such a system is proportional to the cube of the
frequency of vibration, and thus the electromagnetic energy harvester is able to generate more power.

In 2017, Chen et al. [68] designed the PEH using frequency up-conversion technology (as shown in
Figure 8). This energy harvester included a lower frequency piezoelectric bimorph (LFPB) and a higher
frequency piezoelectric bimorph (HFPB). Under low-frequency vibration, the displacement of the lower
frequency piezoelectric bimorph free end was larger than that of the higher frequency piezoelectric
bimorph free end. As shown in Figure 9, the external excitation of 29 Hz vibrational frequency and
1 g acceleration were applied to the PEH. In the AB stage, the two piezoelectric bimorphs combined
and moved together. After that, the two piezoelectric bimorphs separated, the higher frequency
piezoelectric bimorph vibrated along the CE at a frequency of 153.8 Hz and the lower frequency
piezoelectric bimorph vibrated along the DE at a frequency of 29 Hz. The operating frequency band
of the PEH was between 25 Hz and 30 Hz. With an excitation of 1 g and 29 Hz, the highest output
voltage and power generated by the higher frequency piezoelectric bimorph were 16.5 V and 2.62 mW,
respectively. By contrast, the maximum output voltage and output power of the lower frequency
piezoelectric bimorph were 37.8 V and 0.58 mW, respectively.
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Figure 8. Schematic of the PEH using frequency up-conversion technology. Reprinted by permission
from Chen et al. Microsyst. Technol. 23, 2459 (2017). Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.

Figure 9. The simulated mass displacements of the LFPB and HFPB. Reprinted by permission from
Chen et al. Microsyst. Technol. 23, 2459 (2017). Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.

There is a difference between Külah’ study [67] and Chen’s study [68], even though they both
apply the frequency up-conversion technology, i.e., the energy harvester used a non-contact way to
transfer mechanical energy between lower frequency oscillator and higher frequency oscillator in
Külah’ study [67] while it used a contact way in Chen’s study [68]. The energy harvester of non-contact
mode can avoid the energy loss caused by collision, so it has higher conversion efficiency.

In 2017, Kwon et al. [69] developed frequency up-conversion hybrid energy harvester by utilizing
piezoelectric and electromagnetic conversions simultaneously. The structure was composed of two
cantilevers (inter and external) on a flexible substrate. The piezoelectric material was bonded to the
backside of internal cantilever and electromagnetic coil was mounted on the end of external cantilever.
When external bending was applied to the substrate, as the internal cantilever was bound to the
substrate by magnetic attraction force, it was deformed along with the substrate and the external
cantilever remained in a flat state. When the bending radius of the cantilever became smaller than
the threshold radius of curvature, it was released and oscillated at its resonant frequency. During this
oscillation, the relative motion between the internal cantilever and the external cantilever occurred.
Hence, it could harvest energy from the natural vibration of piezoelectric internal cantilever and the
relative motion between a magnet and coil simultaneously. The maximum power was measured to be
5.76 mW.

The frequency of human-body-induced motions is mostly between 2.5 Hz and 6 Hz, and the
acceleration is between 15 and 20 m/s2 [70]. To collect the vibrational energy generated during the
movement of human-limb, Halim et al. [71] proposed the PEH using two mass-loaded unimorph
piezoelectric beams clamped on two flexible sidewalls in 2017. The energy harvester had a size of
40 mm × 32 mm × 18 mm. The metal ball was stimulated by the movement of the human-limb,
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and the sidewalls were impacted back and forth, then the sidewalls transferred the impact force to
the cantilever beams so that they vibrated at a higher frequency. The experiments showed that when
an external excitation of 4.96 Hz and 2 g acceleration was applied, each piezoelectric single crystal
could produce 96 µW of peak output power. In addition, the system could produce 175 µW of peak
output power while two piezoelectric generators connected in series.

2.4.3. Broadening the Frequency Bandwidth of the PEH

To extend the frequency bandwidth of the PEH, Liu et al. [63] placed a stopper over the proof
mass of the designed S-shaped cantilever beam energy harvester (as shown in Figure 10). When the
cantilever engages the stopper, the responses diverge from each other and the effective stiffness of
the system increases abruptly. The experimental results showed that the stopper could widen the
frequency bandwidth of the PEH to a certain extent, but it also reduced the maximum output voltage
of the PEH.

Figure 10. Configuration of the PEH with an adjustable top stopper. Reprinted by permission from Liu
et al. Microsyst. Technol. 18, 497 (2012). Copyright 2012 Springer Nature.

In 2016, Jeong et al. [72] attached the spring to the cantilever to form a new type of nonlinear PEH.
The size of the cantilever beam was 70 mm × 10 mm × 0.2 mm. With the attached spring, the energy
harvester had two steady states: one is deforming upwards and another is deforming downwards in
the vertical direction. The simulation results showed that the structure reduced the resonant frequency
without increasing the length or decreasing the thickness compared with the conventional energy
harvester, which make it possible to collect the mechanical energy generated while walking. Under the
3 m/s2 external excitation, the operating frequency of the PEH was between 1 Hz and 7 Hz.

Then, in 2016, Braghin et al. [73] designed a PEH incorporating a S-shaped cantilever and
magnets. The S-shaped cantilever beam was connected by three cantilever beams of different lengths.
Therefore, the energy harvester had three intrinsic frequencies, 41.31 Hz, 56.85 Hz and 79.78 Hz,
without considering the magnetic force factor. Under the influence of the magnetic force subjected to
stretching or compression, the bandwidth of the PEH’s resonant frequency would be broadened.

By combining bi-stability and internal resonance, Yang et al. [74] proposed a composite nonlinear
energy harvester. As shown in Figure 11, the harvester consists of a piezoelectric cantilever beam
carrying a movable magnet facing a fixed magnet. The two magnets face one another with the same
pole to create a bi-stable system. The bi-stable system influences the mass–spring–damping system of
the cantilever beam and makes the nonlinear effect. The simulation results showed that the frequency
bandwidth of the composite nonlinear energy harvester was doubled compared to the bi-stable PEH
with the magnet fixed to the free end of the cantilever beam.
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Figure 11. Nonlinear PEH combining bi-stability and internal resonance. Reprinted by permission
from Yang et al. Mech. Syst. Signal Pr. 90, 317 (2017). Copyright 2017 Elsevier.

Wang et al. [75] designed a parallel-plate structure for the nonlinear PEH. This structure consisted
of a tunable stopper-plate, a suspended spring-plate with proof mass, the piezoelectric material and
supporting frames. The vertical gap between the stopper-plate and the suspended spring-plate could
be adjusted to large, small and negative gaps, respectively, by increasing the packing. The highlight
of this structure is that the resonant frequency and bandwidth of the energy harvester also changed
with different gaps. It showed that the output voltage of the large gap was the highest in these states.
Voltage of 2.449 V could be obtained under 1.5 g external excitation. The negative gap had the largest
bandwidth of up to 100 Hz at 1.5 g external excitation, while the output voltage was low (0.733 V).
The resonant frequency of the small gap structure increased from 102 Hz to 173 Hz with 0.1 g external
excitation because of the influence of the air elasticity effect [76].

2.4.4. Impedance Matching for the PEH

Once the PEH is designed and placed in the circuit, assuming that the output is simply terminated
with a resistive load, the equivalent circuit can be constructed as shown in Figure 12. The PEH is
regarded as an AC voltage in series with a capacitor [77]. Based on Equations (5) and (6), the system
model is given in Equations (10) and (11).

..
δ =
−ksp

mk
δ− bm

m

.
δ +

kspd
mt

VR +
3b
2l2

..
y (10)

.
VR =

−Ydg
kε

.
δ− 1

RC
VR (11)

where
ksp =

3YI
l3 (12)

k = 1− Yd2

ε
= 1− k2

ij (13)

where kij represents the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, VR the voltage across load resistance, C
the capacitance of PEH, R the load resistance, I the moment of inertia of beam, t the thickness of
piezoelectric material and y the displacement of input vibrations.
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Figure 12. Equivalent circuit for a PEH.

When the external excitation frequency is equal to the resonant frequency of PEH, the output
power can be analyzed from Equations (10) and (11) as given in Equation (14).

|P| =
RC2(Ydg

kε )
2

(2ζω2RC)2 + (ω2RC(1− k) + 2ζω)2
3b
2l2 |A|

2 (14)

where A is the acceleration magnitude of the external excitation.
According to Equation (14), the output power of the PEH is relevant to the load resistance. It can

be maximized by match the internal impedance and the load resistance.
In general, more efforts are made to design proper circuits to match the impedance for the PEH.

The interface circuit includes three components: an AC-DC rectifier, a voltage regulator and an energy
storing device. The most commonly used rectifiers are full-wave and half-wave bridge rectifiers [78].
When the load impedance is the complex conjugate of the source impedance, the maximum power
transfer is achieved.

In addition, the internal impedance of the PEH can be reduced. Woo et al. [79] fabricated
multilayer piezoelectric thick films by using the tape-casting process. By using an impedance analyzer,
the capacitance of the five-layer device was measured to be 241.04 nF, which was 32.88 times higher
than that of the single-layer device. It resulted that the impedance matching load of the five-layer
device for maximum power transfer was on average 34.05 times smaller than that of single-layer.
As capacitance increased, the energy stored in the 220 µF capacitor for 10 s using the five-layer device
was 920% larger compared to the energy stored using a single-layer.

The improved PEHs mentioned in this section are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. The structure and parameters of PEHs.

Structure Max Power Max Voltage Bandwidth
(Hz)

Frequency
(Hz)

Excitation
Acceleration (g) Reference

S-shaped cantilever 1.117 nW 42.1mV - 27.4 0.06 [63]

Wavy cantilever - 91.8V/g - 6.0 0.1 [66]

Flexible sidewall 175 µW - - 4.96 2 [71]

S-shaped cantilever
with a stopper

2.8nW/g2

(np)
16 mV 10.1 23.5–33.6 0.3 [63]

Cantilever attached to
the spring 2.5 mW 15 V 6 1–7 0.3 [72]

Cantilevers with three
intrinsic frequencies - - -

41.31
56.85
79.78

- [73]

Parallel-plate - 0.733 V 100 250–350 1.5 [75]
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3. Analysis and Summaries

The core of the piezoelectric energy harvester is the piezoelectric material, and recently the
common piezoelectric material is piezoelectric ceramics. Piezoelectric ceramics develop towards
the lead-free direction while improving the performance. Many researchers have used synthetic
materials to optimize and enhance the piezoelectric ceramics. This means that traditional piezoelectric
ceramics are composited with some new material with high piezoelectric constant and dielectric
permittivity. The piezoelectric material has a promising future because of the diversity of composite
materials. Another way to improve the performance of piezoelectric materials is doping. Doping can
improve the Curie temperature and the quality of grain growth, but d33 and Kp will be slightly reduced.
Furthermore, it will not only affect the dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric constant, but also its
lattice constant and phase. The materials are mainly prepared by mixed oxidation, solid-state reaction
sintering techniques and SPS. The sintering temperatures of these methods are various. The SPS
has many characteristics such as low sintering temperature, low Curie temperature and high cost.
By contrast, the traditional method is low cost, but the quality of the prepared material is worse than
SPS. The improvement of material properties can directly affect the overall efficiency and stability of
the system so the study of piezoelectric materials is a way to enhance the PEH.

d31 and d33 are two common piezoelectric modes. The d31 polarization direction and stress
direction of piezoelectric materials are perpendicular to each other, while the polarization direction
and stress direction of piezoelectric materials are parallel to each other for d33. The output power in d33

is generally lower than that in d31 because of “dead area” effect. However, by optimizing the electrode
width and electrode spacing in d33, the “dead area” proportion will be reduced and its output power
can be greatly enhanced. Therefore, the output power in d33 mode has larger scope to be enhanced.
Moreover, higher output voltage reduces the energy loss in rectifier circuit. Compared to the d31 and
d33 modes, PEHs in d15 mode can generate higher output power. However, they are less applied due
to the complexity of fabrication.

To maximize the output power, the resonant frequency of the PEHs needs to be lowered to
match the excitation frequency. A commonly used method is to change the shape of cantilever beam.
As shown in Table 2, using S-shaped, zigzag or wavy cantilever beam effectively reduces the stiffness
coefficient and thus lowers the resonant frequency of the PEHs.

Frequency up-conversion is a hot method applied in PEHs in recent years. Its basic principle is to
apply the external excitation of high amplitude and low frequency on PEHs of high frequency. Current
research shows that the frequency up-conversion method can improve the output power of the PEHs.
However, it can cause some energy loss because the implementation process of this method involves
collisions. Therefore, its conversion efficiency is still a challenge.

At present, expanding the bandwidth of the PEHs is a popular research method to solve the
random changes of external incentive. For the traditional cantilever PEH, the expansion of its
bandwidth has the following methods: (1) restricting the displacement of the proof mass; (2) adding
the spring force or magnetic force to construct a nonlinear system; and (3) imposing a certain preload
to the mass. Although restricting the displacement of the mass or applying a preload to the mass can
somewhat expand the operating frequency of the PEH, the maximum output power and output voltage
of the PEH are also significantly reduced. The use of nonlinear system can expand the bandwidth of
the energy harvester and ensure the output power as well as output voltage.

4. Prospect

To improve the output efficiency of the MEMS scale PEHs, it is possible to start from the aspects
of the piezoelectric materials, the piezoelectric modes and the structure of the energy harvester.
At present, the piezoelectric material is developing towards the lead-free and high-voltage coefficient
direction. In general, compositing material is used to improve the piezoelectric constant and dielectric
permittivity of the material while reducing the Curie temperature and the difficulty of sintering.
The preparation methods of the material also have a great influence on the quality and parameters
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of the material. The SPS method can be used in the laboratory research, but the cost of large-scale
preparation is high. By contrast, the mixed oxide and solid-state liquid-phase sintering technique are
more suitable for industrial production in the future. For the sake of simplicity in the manufacturing
process, most piezoelectric energy harvesters take d31 mode electrodes, while the thickness of the
piezoelectric material is thin in MEMS devices so the electrode with the d33 mode can provide a higher
voltage. This also reduces the energy lost during the collection process through the rectifier circuit.
Therefore, the d33 mode should be mainly studied in the energy harvester. However, there is no report
about combining d31 with d33, which may be a promising piezoelectric mode in the future. As to
a larger energy harvester, d15 mode should be considered due to its higher power harvesting efficiency.
Besides, the fabrication of d15 mode device still needs to be optimized. Furthermore, the choice of
energy harvester structure depends on the environment. Reducing the resonant frequency of the
PEH and up-converting the frequency can be chosen to match the resonant frequency and external
excitation of the PEHs for external excitation with relatively concentrated frequency. The frequency
bandwidth of the PEHs should be expanded for many non-fixed external frequencies. This means
that nonlinear structure will be a better choice to get higher conversion efficiency. In addition, if the
harvester structure is designed to be adjustable in frequency, it can also improve the energy efficiency
of the PEH combined with the negative feedback system. To harvest the maximum power from PEH,
the interface circuit should be carefully designed to achieve impedance matching for the PEH.
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